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I. Introduction
1.1 Goals of the Project
The Dark Horse began as a way for us to try and make a game that was in no 
way stereotypical.  From its inception, the design was intentionally unconventional.  We 
hoped to deal with in-game violence in a more realistic manner, and to make the player 
uneasy about their own moral standing in the gameworld.  We hoped to create a game which 
featured sabotage and stealth instead of the same old “run and gun” gameplay.  Finally, our 
setting was to take place in a hypothetical world, roughly based on the wild west.  We 
believed that this was a unique opportunity to play with ideas that are not market-tested, 
because in the real world, games featuring something different don't often get a green light, 
not to mention a whole game of it.  
1.2 Inspirations
When we began creating the Dark Horse design, we found inspiration from 
many games that had come before.  The Elder Scrolls IV: Oblivion, the engine of which we 
used to work on the game, and its prequel Morrowind set major precedents for us in terms of 
how a linear structure is not a necessity, even for quest-based and mission-based gameplay. 
We also looked to games such as the Thief series, which laid the groundwork for stealth-
based gameplay, while managing to involve storyline into its missions. 
Illustration: Thief: Deadly Shadows
1.3 Finalized Concept
The game that we ultimately envisioned was a synthesis of nonlinear missions 
and an open environment.  The player would interact with townspeople who lived their lives, 
who each had a place in filling out the town, from the owner of the general store to the factory 
workers to the casino owners.  Each had stories, each had families, and each sympathized 
with one of the conflicting factions.    In this way our game would lend a new depth to the 
gameworld and lend a cohesion that would make it seem more alive.  
In the story of Dark Horse, the player's country, Selina, has been occupied by 
the forces of the neighboring country of Zanfier.  However, with forces busy with the invasion, 
the monarchy of Zanfier has been overthrown in a coup d'etat  by so-called Republican 
forces.  Now, the militarist Republican forces are  cleaning out all remaining Royalists across 
Zanfier and Selina.  When the come to the player's home town, they are unable to take the 
town back from the Royalists who hold the city.  After unsuccessfully clashing with the 
Royalists, they establish a camp outside of town to await reinforcements.
Inside the town, Selinians are split in their support of the factions.  Many feel 
that the militaristic Republicans are generally more hostile, and feel that the Royalists 
represent a more stable authority.  Others, bitter at the Royalist invaders, are willing to 
support any overthrow of the government which took their own sovereignty.  Now both 
factions are looking for agents within the native Selinian populace to aide them in 
undermining the opposing force.  The player, recently of age to work, and in need of money, 
is the perfect candidate for the work.  
II. Preparatory ISP
2.1 Creative Process
Before beginning our MQP, we signed up to complete an Independent Study 
Project (ISP) in A-term under Dean O' Donnell in order to help flesh out early ideas, and to 
create a design document that could guide our progress through the MQP.   We had been 
discussing ideas for a game beforehand, during the Summer, in hopes of coming in prepared 
for the work.  This involved talking about interesting subjects and ideas that we wanted to see 
implemented in games, or that we felt were lacking in games.
Among these, we discussed heavily common devices and omissions in 
gameworlds which create a disconnect between the real world and game universes.  These 
omissions, usually elements of a “normal” world, such as having no children in the 
gameworld, are left out of games to ease implementation or design.  One example is the 
compression of space, wherein a game might have a full city which only houses 40 or 50 
citizens, whereas in any realistically scaled world, it would be considered a very small town. 
This has been and will continue to be a necessity in various situations, due to realistic 
limitations on designers' available time and effort.  However, as gamers have come to accept 
these as fact, these omissions and distortions continue even where they are unnecessary. 
For instance, bathrooms would be relatively easy to implement in most games and are 
certainly an important element to any real-world space, but they are a relatively uncommon 
sight in gameworlds.  Since gamers have never been accustomed to seeing bathrooms in 
gameworlds, it continues without question that they are not important.
Another element that we discussed both in preparation for the ISP and 
during was the static and unrealistic way in which non-playable characters (NPCs) interact 
with the player in different situations.  It would not be uncommon to play a game in which the 
player could assault a friendly NPC, flea, and return immediately after, only to find them as 
cordial as ever.  Moreover, players can often commit violent acts in front of an NPC and make 
no real impact on their behavior.  While again, ultimately soling this problem involves scope 
and a development cycle that make it unfeasible many times over, there are some glaring 
anomalies which could and should have been dealt with by now.
It was with these basic ideas that we began our ISP, and decided to make a 
game in which the design was more based upon reality that gaming conventions, particularly 
with regards to the matter of violence and moral certainty.  These two issues arose, because 
of criticisms of games as a medium as being sociopathic and lacking any real moral depth. 
We hoped to create a game that would show that games need not treat people and violence 
amorally, and that games did not rely upon superficial “good guys versus the bad guys” or 
“might makes right” morality.
2.2 Game Mechanics
Our first step in developing our project needed to be to find a core game 
mechanic around which to build the game.   Since we were avoiding violence where possible, 
it seemed as if a shooter, action game, or even role-playing game (RPG) would be unsuitable, 
as their core mechanics usually revolve around combat.  We wanted it to be character driven, 
however, so strategy games, too were taken out of the mix.  What we were left with was the 
need for a gameplay that would allow for both development of story and a realistic amount of 
violence.  It occurred to us that the genre of stealth-based games does not actively encourage 
(and sometimes, in fact, discourages) so-called “hack n slash” gameplay, and that their 
gameplay was similarly suitable to our interest in making a game where the protagonist does 
not simply fight for an absolute good that is never questioned or considered.  Instead, the 
player moves through a series of missions completing tasks from stealing items, to accessing 
documents,  etc. which are often times devoid of any real violent conflict at all.  We decided 
that we would model our game primarily on this model.
Once we knew that we were primarily going to be creating a sneaker, the 
question arose as to the rest of the gameplay.  We decided that the most realistic method of 
generating a single town would be to create a persistent, open environment, that the player 
would be free to move throughout.  Missions would be assigned int his environment, and 
missions would be carried out in this environment.  We therefore decided that another core 
mechanic of our gameplay was for the player to explore the environment.  
With a general idea of what the character was to be doing, we began to fill 
out the rest of the gameplay.  We had begun fleshing out a backstory, and now knew that we 
wanted the player to be stuck in between two dueling factions, neither of which has a 
particular moral authority.  The player was to perform missions of sabotage for either side, 
choosing from each faction's pool of missions available at that time.  As the player completed 
more missions for a side, the more they would be trusted by members of that faction, and the 
more advanced missions they would be allowed to undertake.  Once they had reached a 
certain point, they would complete a task for one of the factions that would tie them to that 
faction, and the win-conditions of the game would be based upon successful operations they 
had completed for that faction.  
As a means of dealing with violence in a more realistic way, we decided to 
impose strict penalties if the player chose to murder another character.  If the player were 
ever caught assaulting a character, their game would be essentially over.  This is because, 
were it to happen in a realistic setting, they would either be imprisoned or killed on the spot. 
Either way, they would most definitely be unable to continue as an agent of either faction.  If 
the player were to kill an NPC, but manage to escape, they would still be regarded with 
suspicion by members of that NPC's faction.  Just because they can't prove it, after all, 
doesn't mean they wouldn't have their suspicions.
2.3 Production of the Design Document
Over the seven weeks of A-term, we worked on the backstory, game 
mechanics, and put some effort towards defining a look and feel for the game.  We met once 
a week with our advisor, and continually revised our design document based on his 
suggestions.  This advice proved very useful to us, particularly because of his experience with 
seeing and working with actual game design documents.  Ultimately, we ended up with a 
document that spanned over 80 pages in length, and gave us a good idea of how to go about 
implementing Dark Horse.
III. The Project
3.1 Plan of Attack
In order to accomplish as many of our goals as possible, we started our project by 
organizing a plan of attack. By planning this out ahead of time, we were able to hit the ground 
running and start developing content as soon as possible while remaining organized in our 
approach. Our plan involved three distinct stages:
1. Develop style – This was a primarily artistic endeavor, the result of which was a visual 
design document that detailed the style choices. 
2. Acclimate to toolset – This stage involved investigating as much as possible about the 
workflow and quirks of the engine and tools, and in the end continued throughout the 
project.
3. Content creation -  This was the main scheduled stage of production, and was broken 
down into five sub-tasks:
1. Terraforming – This task involved changing the geography of our world. From the 
sky and climate to the shape and texture of the land, the world itself had to be 
changed to suit the style of our gameworld.
2. Architecture – With the construction of a village, comes the need for buildings. By 
developing architectural elements, these were able to be constructed quickly.
3. Character creation & modeling – The village also had to be populated, so the 
characters from the family trees generated during the Independent Study Project 
had to be created.
4. Mission creation – In order to create gameplay, missions must be created for the 
player to accomplish
5. Generating gameplay items & mechanics  - In order to support he gameplay, many 
mission-critical items, tools, and gameplay mechanics must be generated.
In addition to this three- step process, we also set guidelines for how we 
would divide up tasks. In order to work most efficiently, we decided to play to our strengths. 
Neal took many of the technical hurdles that required research into tools and scripting, while 
Eric took many of the tasks that required a heavier reliance on traditional artistic skills. That 
being said, this was not a strict division of labor, but more of a guideline. In fact, many times 
work would be divided up based on the minimizing the exchange of the modfile itself, as this 
file could only be worked on by one person at a time.
3.2 Designing the Setting and Style
3.2.1 Basic Concept
In designing the general atmosphere for Dark Horse, we started out with a 
basic idea of the look and feel we were hoping to achieve.  The game was to be a fairly dark 
world, roughly inspired by the old west, but with an added element of imperialism and 
militarism.  We felt that this look would enhance the storyline by providing a backdrop with ties 
to the sorts of politics being played out in-game.  
3.2.2 Visual design document
The first step in formalizing the setting was to create a visual design 
document.  Originally suggested by our advisor, a visual design document simply involves 
laying out the various attributes and elements to the setting in an organized way, much in the 
way a general design document lays out the various elements of the complete game.  
Our visual design document consisted of a defined color scheme and lighting 
scheme, mood descriptors, natural environment, a definition of the general design patterns 
(including fashion and architecture), and early conceptualizations of each of these.  The color 
and lighting for the environment was to be high contrast and washed-out.  In this way, the 
environment would appear harsh, worn, and dusty, which is line with the rest of the game, 
since the general mood of the game was to be generally tense.  The climate, appropriately 
enough, was based on the desert in the southwestern United States.  The flora consisted of 
plants such as agave and cacti.  The architectural style was also based on western towns, 
involving simple buildings of wood with geometric flourishes reminiscent of Navajo patterns, 
and more flowery elements typical of late 19th century architecture.  The fashions for 
characters were largely designed to be appropriate to the old west.  However, military 
uniforms were designed with a more prominent militarist look.  In this way, we hoped to 
contrast the Zanfierian occupiers with the native Selinians.  
3.2.3 Laying out the town
The town layout was designed to imitate the layout of towns in the old west. 
Primarily, this involved organizing its downtown around a main street, ending in a square with 
the town hall present.  This lay next to a river, across which lay the stables, and the barracks 
constructed by the Royalist forces.  The Republican camp was placed a safe distance away 
from town.
3.2.4 Naming Characters
Naming characters was originally a daunting proposition.  Since the world is 
hypothetical, we were hesitant to use regular names for characters.  However after much 
discussion and  trouble generating artificial names, we chose to use names that would be 
roughly appropriate to the old west.  Since our fashion, architecture and climate were to be 
familiar to the historical setting, correlating names should fit in, as well.  Therefore, Selinian 
character names consist of traditional names from the British Isles, and to a lesser extent, 
other parts of northern Europe.  Zanfierian names were similar, but leaning slightly more 
towards German names.  In this way, the names would have similar origins, with variations, 
as would be appropriate for neighboring, and probably related cultures.
3.3 Engine Choice
When our team was searching for the proper engine with which to work, we began by 
looking at the various elements that we would like to see in the engine.  First and foremost, 
the engine needed to be capable of implementing our general gameplay.  This meant using a 
generic open-source engine such as OGRE (www.ogre3d.org), or an engine that was able to 
be modified significantly.  The amount of implementation necessary for core gameplay 
mechanics for these choices was daunting, which made them unattractive options.  The other 
options available to us were a modifiable engine for a role-playing game.  This would mean 
that more of our gameplay functionality would already be in place, and would significantly 
reduce the amount of core mechanics to be put into place.
We eventually settled on The Elder Scrolls IV: Oblivion to use as our engine.  Using 
Oblivion came with two major advantages:  Oblivion’s mechanics were similar enough to 
drastically reduce the amount of implementation involved; and Oblivion’s editing tools are 
fairly in-depth, with specific dialogs for character creation, world editing, quest creation, etc.
Crossover elements from Oblivion were fairly wide-scale and included not 
only mechanics, but other assets, as well.  For instance, without adequate time to focus on 
character animation, reusing NPCs and horses from Oblivion was very important; even 
implementing the ability and animation to ride horses would have been unfeasible for the 
scope of the project.  Similarly, the dialog system already in place was more than adequate 
for our needs.  The reputation system in Oblivion, which rewards heroic behavior with a 
higher “fame” rating and punishes immoral behavior with a higher “infamy” rating could be 
easily converted to represent the different factions’ opinions of the player’s loyalty.  Another 
element that could be easily brought over was the stealth system.  Light-based detection, 
noise-based detection, sneaking, and pick-pocketing are utilized by thieves in Oblivion much 
in the way they are used in stealth-based games such Thief or Splinter Cell.  Furthermore, 
Oblivion’s environment structure, in which areas are not separated, but are divided into cells 
which are loaded live during play, was very much what we had in mind for organizing our own 
open-ended world.  This sort of environment can be found in many computer role-playing 
games such as other games in the Elder Scrolls series or the Gothic series, but Oblivion had 
the best tools for implementing this type of environment.
3.4 Toolset Analysis
In order for us to successfully construct our game, we needed to be familiar with the 
tools we would be working with. After some research, we found the four primary tools we 
would need: the TES Construction Set, a NIF exporter plugin for 3d Studio Max,  a standalone 
application called NIFskope, and a DDS plugin for photoshop. The Construction set was our 
primary tool for creating the mod file, as it allowed us to modify and place characters, 
buildings, and items, as well as create scripts, quests, and dialog. The NIF exporter allowed 
us to create models in 3d Studio Max and export them into the engine. NIFSkope allowed us 
to view and modify model files to make sure they were formed properly before importing into 
the engine. The DDS plugin allowed us to create new textures for the models. 
Because the plugins and NIFSkope were reletively straightforward to use, we spent 
most of our time adjusting to the Construction Set. From scripting to character appearance, 
quest creation to landscaping, our primary source of information on how to use the 
Construction Set came from the Construction Set wiki 
(http://cs.elderscrolls.com/constwiki/index.php/Main_Page), a community-driven site 
dedicated to providing instructions on various aspects of the tool. While the wiki held  tutorials 
on how to do many of the basic tasks such as shaping the land or creating a basic quest, we 
found it to be lacking in some of the more advanced details. Specifically, the fact that we were 
trying to create a total-conversion mod worked against us as most of the people adding to the 
wiki were creating mods that added onto the oblivion world instead of creating an entirely 
different world. For example, we wanted the player to start in our world, as opposed to the jail 
where they normally start, and the wiki did not have a solution for this problem.
Additionally, the limitations of the engine soon became apparent during this time frame. 
We worked on creating a “test area” so that we could test individual aspects of our game. We 
created an area with a couple of characters, a few buildings, a few items, and a very basic 
quest to confirm that we could know how to do each of these things before diving into creating 
our world from scratch. Getting the basic world created and populated proved to be a 
relatively simple task, but customizing it further proved to be more challenging in several 
areas. For example, we created a noisemaker bow & arrow that provided several interesting 
challenges, described in the 'Obstacles' section. Because of time constraints, we moved on to 
content creation before we had mastered all of the quirks of the system, and thus acclimating 
to the toolset continued throughout the project. 
3.5 Terraforming
After the town was laid out and the type of environment was decided on, we had to 
change the world to match the type of environment we wanted to portray. This consisted of 
two distinct steps: modifying the landscape and tweaking the sky and climate.
The landscape was first created through the modification of a heightmap of the world of 
Selina, using the Construction Set.
One bug in the Construction Set is that the world editor (above) occasionally creates 
some discontinuities in the landscape that cause errors in the engine. Fortunately the online 
wiki addressed this issue, and presented a solution – namely to smooth out the discontinuities 
using the terrain editing tool in the render window of the editor, the interface of which is shown 
below. It was also useful for retexturing the land.
At the same time, we needed to modify the weather of our world. Being an arid 
environment, the default weather pattern could not suffice. Individual weather patterns were 
modified through the weather editor, while the patterns for the weather, including 
sunrise/sunset, volatility of the weather, etc were modified through the climate editor. 
Fortunately the design of these tools was straightforward enough that these properties could 
be modified quickly without much of a learning curve. The dialogs are shown below.

3.6 Creating People
In order to have a believable town, we had to create a lot of unique people. The ISP 
had produced a list of civilians and their families, so we used this as a starting point. Using 
name lists from the Internet, we were able to go through and give each person a name 
(people in the family trees were defined by their relationships and jobs only). With the names 
decided, we started to create people, focusing first on appearance. We also started with the 
oldest members of the community, and worked down their family trees. By doing this, we 
were able to create a sense of family resemblance between related individuals. The primary 
way of distinguishing between individuals in Oblivion is the face. While the bodies of all the 
people of a given race are strikingly similar, the editor provides many controls to customize 
each character's head. 
Many different parameters come together to generate a NPC's appearance – so many 
that only a fraction of the available options are shown above. As a result, we were able to 
make the look of every character distinctive, while still allowing for family traits to be passed 
from generation to generation. The creation of military personell did not have this constraint, 
but we still spent just as much time on their appearance.
Once each character had a customized head, we clothed them using clothing that 
existed in the game. Because each piece of clothing available was selectable separately and 
would work on any character model, we were able to give each character a distinctive style in 
dress, and the weapons and armor made for a clear distinction between civilians and military 
NPCs. 
Additionally, each character needed an artificial intelligence routine. From sleeping, 
eating and working, each behavior had to be specified along with the times during which they 
should be utilized. For example, the schedule below specified that the NPC would have meals 
at 7AM, 1PM, and 7PM each day, and go to sleep at midnight, would work at the town hall 
starting at 8AM, and would wander for the rest of the time. Each of these behaviors had to be 
specified according to what kind of action it represented. For example, the sleep package 
shown below specifies that it takes place at midnight, lasts for 8 hours, must be completed, 
and (on another tab), specifies where the NPC should sleep. This had to be done for each 
action that each NPC had in their routines.
There was still one more task to complete before the people could be brought to life, 
however, and that was to create paths for them to walk on. Defining these paths allows the 
NPCs to walk or wander around town without trying to go through solid buildings, etc. While 
the construction set could generate some of this on its own, many of the narrower 
passageways and other special cases required path points to be hand-placed or hand-
tweaked. The guard paths around the camp outside of town were all placed by hand, to 
generate more realistic guard movement. 

3.7 Architecture
3.7.1 Source for design
The architecture in Dark Horse was based directly on the architecture of the 
19th century American west.  We chose not include sod houses, since they are a more 
temporary form of housing, and was not appropriate for a permanent settlement.  We moved 
instead to planked wooden flat buildings with false fronts, and stucco-sided buildings with 
minimal half-timbering.  
3.7.2 Origins of Our Design Technique
When we were looking into how to go about actually putting the town 
together, we looked at how it had been previously implemented in the Elder Scrolls  series. 
First, we looked into reusing the model used in the third Elder Scrolls game Morrowind, in 
which buildings are divided into structural sections, and from which buildings are constructed. 
In that model, one would model four different types of corner sections, various types of wall 
sections, open floor sections, etc. each containing any walls, flooring, columns, and ceiling 
present in that area.  Pieces were fitted together like a puzzle to construct a room.  This led to 
uniformity in buildings, which we hoped to avoid.  Creating additional sections to counter that 
would mean a disproportionately large amount of extra creation.  Oblivion, which is the fourth 
game, took a very different route to this.  In Oblivion, interior and exterior sections are 
completely constructed to each individual building, and then imported as single pieces.  This 
was very attractive creatively, but the amount of work involved made it completely untenable. 
The result of this analysis was the creation of our own technique for constructing buildings.
3.7.3 Principle of Modular Architecture
A sort of hybrid technique emerged from our studies of Oblivion's and 
Morrowind's constructed styles.  Rather than dividing buildings into architectural sections, we 
would divide architectural elements.  Essentially, base structures were built for buildings, with 
a one- and two-story version, each of which having an exterior and interior version.  Added to 
these would be basic elements such as doors, thresholds, windows, and porches to fill out the 
custom layout of each building.  Then, decorative elements such as crown molding, columns, 
shutters, false fronts, and railings would be added to finish the new, unique building.  This 
technique was applied to the construction of all buildings, with the exception of the Zanfierian 
elements, which were simply created as unique structures, owing to their foreign roots and 
the makeshift nature of their construction within the game universe. To further add an 
individual elements, versions of the added elements were created in three styles: lower-class, 
which featured little decoration, and mostly beam-based constructions; middle-class, which 
features simple, geometric accents, and plank-based construction; and upper-class, the most-
decorative of the style suites, which featured rounded, more gentile accents more reminiscent 
of the 19th century east coast than the old west.  
When beginning the construction of buildings, there arose a question of 
whether or not to put the buildings together in 3D Studio Max, where they were modeled, or to 
import elements into the game engine, and construct the buildings within the editor itself. 
Based on experiences with the Construction Set editor form Morrowind, Eric favored the latter 
method, upon which our team settled.  Unfortunately, construction in editor became a time-
consuming task, because of difficulty placing pieces in exact positions, and the overhead of 
importing them. Despite construction in 3D Studio Max having its own pitfalls, we may have, 
in hindsight, made the wrong choice.
3.8 Modeling
For creating models for Dark Horse, we decided to stick with 3D Studio Max 8.  This 
was primarily because it was the most familiar modeling tool fro either of us, and with 
adjusting to tools already taking up most of our time, learning to use Maya or Blender instead 
would have been unfeasible.  This decision did mean, however, that there was less 
information available to us as far as tutorials on how to import and export models.  Later, we 
found out that it also came with severe limitations when dealing with models, as well.  
In order to create a model for Oblivion, its texture must be a .dds (Direct Draw Surface) 
file already in place in Oblivion's texture subdirectory.  It is then exported as a .nif (Net 
Immerse Format) with plug-ins available throughout the modding community.  In this way, we 
created models for the architectural elements of the game, flora, and other custom items from 
the game design, such as a dollhouse.  
3.9 Quest Creation
After we had a few of the characters created, we decided to begin implementing quests 
from the ISP. This started with the first quest, eavesdropping on a secret military meeting. 
Having the description for the quest and an outline of the dialog involved helped immensely in 
implementing the quest. However, it still proved to be a daunting task. Each stage needed to 
be scripted to trigger the appropriate conversations and journal entries. Each NPC had to 
have their dialog not only entered, but scripted to only be triggered during certain stages of 
the quest. Then quest triggers had to be scripted so that the quest could progress as each 
objective was completed. Even still NPC's greeting dialog had to be modified to support each 
individual quest, and often each quest stage. 
While learning this process was valuable and implementing each quest 
would certainly be a constructive task, we decided to shift our focus elsewhere. We soon 
discovered that the challenges of implementing these quests were primarily mechanical in 
nature – getting the syntax of the scripting correctly, the mission triggers set properly, etc. As 
the focus of the project was primarily artistic in nature, we felt that taking the time to 
implement every quest would be counter-productive to the goals of the project. With this being 
the case, we leave the remainder of the quests as an exercise to be done in future work.
3.10 GUI
Implement a custom graphical user interface (GUI) in Oblivion began by 
researching how the elements were stored and finding out how to replace them.  Thankfully, 
this was fairly simple.  Unfortunately, with the exception of the heads-up display (HUD), a 
custom GUI required large amounts of a work and redesign, as screens were divided very 
strangely, and replacing each element was disproportionately large to the time and energy 
available to work on it.  Thankfully, we were able to implement a custom HUD for in-game 
use.
The files for menu elements are stored within the textures sub-menu of 
oblivion.  There are three divisions of this, “menus”, “menus80”, and “menus50”, which 
contain full-sized, 80%-, and 50%-sized versions, respectively.    Each element of the GUI, 
including the compass, compass needle, frame, brackets (which surround a currently 
highlighted section), etc.  each needed to be generated in each size.  These elements were 
then saved as .dds files with side lengths of powers of 2.  Transparency was stored in an 8-bit 
alpha channel, which needed to be selected upon export.  Unfortunately, elements of the GUI 
seemed to come out fuzzy in-game.  The reason for this was never be established.
3.11 Obstacles
Throughout the course of the project, a number of obstacles popped up, impeding our 
progress. Some we were able to overcome with relative ease, while others were never fully 
resolved. Whichever the case was, these were the specific challenges we faced when trying 
to realize our vision.
Editor Bugs
While a few of these have been mentioned before, their presence had a significant impact on our 
workflow. The Comstruction Set functioned as expected in many cases, but there were certain 
situations during which it would behave unreliably. While it was stable the majority of the time, there 
were occasions on which it would crash, and all modifications made since the last save would be lost. 
This would not have been much of an issue if the editor did not take much time to save the changes to 
the mod file. Unfortunately, saving the mod file was a process that often took several minutes, making 
it impractical to save too often. Also, modifying the terrain of the world (using the world editor) often 
resulted in a number of discontinuities in the landscape which would generate errors. While this could 
be overcome by smoothing out the terrain using the terrain editor, doing this manually took time out 
from the development process, and had to be repeated each time we wanted to use the world editor 
again (such as applying erosion to the world). 
3.11.1 Scripting
While we did not want to spend our time focusing on scripting, there were occasions 
when it was necessary. Never having used the scripting language before, it presented several 
challenges. For example, the creation of a noisemaker arrow. Because scripts could not be 
attached to arrows, we had to set up an invisible collision box around the player. When the 
arrow is fired, it collides with the box, which then tracks the arrow, waits for its velocity to 
reach zero, and then places a noisemaker object where it landed. While the process of 
tracking the arrow was in the wiki, it was not easy to locate and even more difficult to adapt to 
making a noisemaker arrow. While we were eventually able to work it out, the peculiarities of 
the scripting language made it difficult to get it working, slowing our progress. 
if ( ( xp + yp + zp ) == 0 ) ; arrow is not in gameworld
      message "Arrow has hit an actor!"
      set triggered to 0
      return
    elseif ( trigRef.getAngle x != ax || trigRef.getAngle y != ay || 
trigRef.getAngle z != az )
      ;message "Arrow has bounced off of something!"
      set triggered to -1 ; remember that the arrow bounced
      set ax to trigRef.getAngle x
      set ay to trigRef.getAngle y
      set az to trigRef.getAngle z
    elseif ( xp == ox && yp == oy && zp == oz ) ; arrow stopped moving
      if ( triggered == 1 ) ; arrow never bounced
       ; message "Arrow stuck in a surface!"
      else ; arrow bounced
       ; message "Arrow is lying on the ground!"
      endif
trigRef.PlaceAtMe DHNoiseMakerPuck 1 0 0
      set triggered to 0
3.11.2 Collision
While the process of creating meshes and integrating them into the engine is relatively 
straightforward, the process of adding a collision mesh to the model proved to be significantly 
more difficult. It involved an intricate set of steps using the tool nifSkope after the nif file had 
already been created to integrate the low-poly collision mesh into nif file. While documented 
on the Construction Set Wiki, we found that following the steps listed would produce a nif file 
that would crash the Construction Set when they were placed in the gameworld. 
Unfortunately, this was a recurring problem, and did not see a resolution before the project 
came to a close.
3.11.3 Hair & Clothing
Hair and clothing can add a lot to making an environment feel unique, but they present 
their own unique challenges. Because clothing and hair are so closely tied to a character's 
mesh, and the character's mesh is not explicitly defined (rather defined by a set of variables), 
creating new clothing or hair is not a simple task. Unfortunately, the clothing in the game did 
not provide us with suitable military uniforms, so we looked into creating our own. We soon 
found that adding or removing vertices to clothing would not work, and we had difficulty with 
getting modifications of existing clothing to function properly. Similarly, we were unable to get 
hair to work properly. While we did create a hair model for mutton chops, we could not get the 
alignment of the model to match up after our modifications:
3.11.4 Children
Children provided another obstacle, but this was solved easily enough by creating a 
separate race for the children, as was described in the character creation section.
3.11.5 Version Control 
Since there was no real version control support built into the Construction Set, we had 
to make sure that we were careful to make regular backups and be certain that only one of us 
would be working on the mod file itself at any given time. This is discussed in more detail in 
the post-mortem section.
Illustration: Problem with Loading Hair 
Models
IV. Project Post-Mortem
If hindsight is 20/20, then from time to time it is valuable to look back and reflect on the 
past, so that one can learn from it. For this reason, one of the standard practices of the game 
development industry is the 'post-mortem', which is a meeting or report that takes place after 
a game has shipped, analyzing what went right and what went wrong with a project. In 
continuing with this tradition, we have decided to include this in our final report.
After some reflection, we have determined that all of our problems can be summed up 
in one word: scope. In short, we tried to do too many things without enough manpower or 
time. Because of these limitations, we were forced to choose between creating the 
environment or the gameplay, which was a choice we did not make early enough. From the 
beginning of the project, we focused our attention on designing and planning for both, which 
took more time than originally planned. Also, we feel our project would have been better 
served by a more iterative development process. 
Naturally, many things also went well throughout the process. From the beginning both 
of us shared a very clear vision of the end product we were striving for. With this vision, our 
pre-production work went smoothly and quickly. From the visual design document, mapping 
the town, and filling in other details that weren't able to be specified in the ISP, we were able 
to produce a lot of design material that specified the details of our world. This meant that 
there were very few questions later on in the project about how certain elements of the world 
should look or interact with one another. 
Additionally, we were able to divide up the work well. One of the limitations of the 
Oblivion editing system is that each mod is not well suited for version control, as only one 
person can work on it at a time, and there is no mechanism for merging two mod files that 
were worked on independently. Instead of allowing this restriction to slow us down, however, 
we were able to divide the labor such that only one of us would be working in the Construction 
Set itself at the time, while the other would be developing content that could be imported at a 
later date. Additionally, we were able to divide the work to maximize each of our strengths.
The other restrictions of the engine and editor did occasionally cause us difficulty. 
Often we would be able to find a workaround or change the design slightly to incorporate the 
restriction, but this compounded our difficulties with the scope of the project. The Construction 
Set Wiki (http://cs.elderscrolls.com/constwiki/index.php/Main_Page), a website dedicated to 
how to use the construction set, provided some insight into the problems and their potential 
solutions. Due to the fact that the engine has not been out for long, however, many of the 
problems were either not addressed or offered only incomplete solutions. For example, 
Oblivion does not inherently support the creation of children. The wiki offered no potential 
solution to this, as other mod creators did not choose to include children in their games. In the 
end we were able to create children by creating a new “race” of people who's only difference 
from the main race was that they were physically smaller. Also, faces were able to be 
adjusted to look more childish. While this ended up not being difficult to do, the time it took to 
work out would have been significantly less if we had had the chance to work with the tools 
more closely before the start of the project, or had more manpower to continue work while 
working out these issues. 
In fact, a number of these technical hurdles popped up throughout the project, which 
slowed our progress, limiting how much we could accomplish. Fortunately, each time one of 
these popped up, we were able to handle it well, whether it be finding potential solutions or 
working around the limitations. Once again it simply came down to an issue of scope – if we 
had more managable project goals from the beginning, these minor setbacks would have had 
less of an impact on our ability to complete the project.
With that being said, we accomplished a number of tasks quite well. For example, 
character creation was an area in which we encountered few problems. With the family trees 
determined in the ISP, we quickly came up with names for each civilian, and we were able to 
get characters in the engine in a relatively short amount of time. While it did take a little while 
to learn how to use all of the character appearance modifiers effectively, it was not enough to 
slow us down significantly. Even creating walking paths and daily routines went smoothly. The 
Construction Set had a good tutorial on how to do walking paths, and enough information to 
make creating AI patterns that daily routines were simple to create. 
Similarly, the creation of the architecture was a process that went well. Eric was able to 
churn out pieces that would make up the final architecture quite quickly, and once they were 
created, they were integrated into the engine quickly. From there the buildings took shape 
with ease, as we were able to mix and match the different architectural elements to give each 
building a unique look without a lot of additional work. From the planning to the 
implementation, we were able to make at least some progress on the architecture each week, 
and the town was able to be constructed because of this. It was the integration of both this 
architecture and the characters that really brought the town together. Once we had all the 
buildings constructed and the people in the town, it actually started to feel like a believable 
town in-game. 
In hindsight, while we did not accomplish all that we set out to do, we were 
able to generate a lot of content, and even more documentation. We were able to complete 
our design and document it well, and made great progress in creating a town environment. 
Furthermore, our design is thorough enough to allow for future work to be done, either by us 
or by another group wanting to continue the project. 
V. Future Work
With the ambitious scope of our original vision, there is still much work that can be 
done on this project in the future. Fortunately, we have clearly documented our designs and 
design decisions at each step of the way so that others will be able to pick up where we have 
left off.
First and foremost, the village can be expanded to include interiors for each of the 
buildings and collision meshes for the exteriors. The buildings could use clutter, but also 
should be extended to have beds and food sources for the character's AI routines. The town 
can also help to be brought alive by the inclusion of horses and clutter.
 Another useful extension to this project would be to implement the quests. We have 
documented the details of each quest, as well as how players move from one to the other and 
other related details, but they need to be integrated into the engine. This includes more 
detailed dialog and quest specific items. Scripted items should also be considered to help the 
player with their sneaking missions, such as the inclusion of the noisemaker arrows. 
Once the dialog has been created and integrated into the engine, it would be valuable 
to add voiceovers, so that the player can hear each of the characters speak. Similarly, some 
custom music could be added to better set the mood. Finally, the cutscenes and plot points 
detailed in the ISP could be completed and added to the game to help the player pick up the 
narrative better.
VI. Conclusion
In the end, we have designed a rich, interesting world and game that revolves around 
it. In addition, we have taken great steps towards the creation of the world as a whole. The 
world of Selina has proven to be an interesting not only to create, but also the end product 
appears to be engaging. With interesting characters and a matching backstory, we have 
created an effective gameworld that does not depend on the player killing any characters.
Starting the project with an ISP to design the gameworld definitely helped us to 
organize our thoughts and dive into the project with a clear vision of what we wanted. With 
this clear vision, we knew not only plot but also game mechanics, backstory, and many more 
valuable details such as family trees. 
Our engine choice and pre-production went smoothly, allowing us to adjust to a 
number (but not all) of the quirks of the toolsets we would be using. We were also able during 
this time to establish a definite look and feel for the game, so that when we were busy 
creating content, we would not have to worry about what color scheme to use. 
Our production period started out strong, with content being created in one form or 
another with each passing week of the project. However, it soon became clear that we were 
not able to implement all of the features of the game that we wanted. In order to manage this, 
we took the time to prioritize each piece of the game so that we knew that we were taking 
care of the most important parts first.
As production began to draw to a close, we redoubled our efforts to create 
more content and integrate it into the engine. In the end we were able to create an engaging 
environment that was well populated by unique characters. While this was not our original 
goal, we have learned a great deal about the production of engaging environments and are 
pleased with the outcome. 
VII. Appendices
Appendix A – Visual Design Document
This is the original Visual Design Document itself fro the Dark Horse modification. 
Accompanied with it at the time were the preproduction artwork (samples in Appendix B) and 
references images (samples in Appendix C).
Dark Horse Visual Design Document
General Design Goals
• Create a look that is unique from Oblivion
Style
• Realistically Modeled
• High-Contrast Shadow
• Chiaroscuro-style Texturing
• Washed-Out Colors
Mood
4. Rough, unfinished
5. Tense
6. Worn, Tired
Color Scheme
• Local elements such as will be faded and worn, to emphasize the fatigue of the 
natives of the occupied country
• Royalist and Republican forces will both be brighter and more intensely colored 
(especially metal or metallic trim), representing a more aggressive, lively attitude
Gameworld
Climate
• Plains/Desert environment
• Largely Dirt with scrub and patches of grass
• Few large trees
• Grassier areas near water
• Generally Dry and Clear
Flora
• Scrub
• Agaves
• Dead Trees
Fauna
• Lizards
• Vultures
• Jackrabbits
Cultural
Architecture
Unpainted wooden buildings, mostly rectangular
Primarily pulled from “Old Western” theme
Some fancier, visual motifs, since locale is historically more settled and its style more 
developed
Other Buildings will pull from Southwestern Architecture, with Plaster walls and red tile 
roofing.
Clothing
Men’s
• Button-up Shirts
• Vests
• Non-pleated, non-ironed pants (presumably denim)
• Boots
• Wide-Brimmed Hats
• Trench coats
Women’s
• Button-up Shirts or Blouses
• Quarter-Length Jackets
• Knee- or Calf- length Skirts or Dresses
• Heeled Boots
Icons and Motifs
• Branching Floral Patterns
• Curved Diamond Patterns
• Spiked Plant (Agave) Patterns (substitute from more traditional Shell patterns)
Furniture and Artifacts
• Simple and Straight, attempt to fit together with Architecture
• Some inspiration from more rustic or traditional-looking Arts & Crafts movement 
designs
Appendix B – Additional Artwork
While this is not the entirety of the artwork for Dark Horse, it represents a healthy survey of the 
different artwork created for the project, both as preproduction and as drafts for models.  Some of this 
artwork was also featured specifically in the Visual Design Document (Appendix A).
Flora
Characters

Architecture

Appendix C – Sample Source Photos
The following are a sampling of photos taken from Internet sources and used as references 
when designing the modular architecture.
Appendix D – Character List
Last Name First Name Maiden NameAge Range Gender Occupation Rank Mother Father Married To Siblings
Brow n Grandma Elderly Female Retired: sits in rocking chair on porch of tavernCivili n Deceased Deceased Quinton Brow n
Brow n Quinton Elderly Male Deceased Civilian Deceased Deceased Grandma Brow n
Cartw right Cheryl Elderly Female Clothier Civilian Deceased Deceased Cecil Cartw right
Cartw right Cecil Elderly Male Clothier Civilian Deceased Deceased Cheryl Cartw right
Peterson Kristine Elderly Female Tow n Hall Clerk Civilian Deceased Deceased Jacob Peterson
Peterson Jacob Elderly Male Retired Civilian Deceased Deceased Kristine Peterson
Jansen Sylvia Elderly Female Deceased Civilian Deceased Deceased Issac Jansen
Jansen Issac Elderly Male Deceased Civilian Deceased Deceased Sylvia Jansen
Riley Lenette Elderly Female General Store Ow nerCivilian Deceased Deceased Elliot Riley
Riley Elliot Elderly Male Deceased Civilian Deceased Deceased Lenette Riley
Foley Robin Elderly Female Out of Tow n Civilian Deceased Deceased Olaf Foley
Foley Olaf Elderly Male Out of Tow n Civilian Deceased Deceased Robin Foley
Williams Margarete Elderly Female Hotel Manager Civilian Deceased Deceased Balfour Williams
Williams Balfour Elderly Male Hotel Manager Civilian Deceased Deceased Margarete Williams
Schafer Eve Elderly Female Deceased Civilian Deceased Deceased Graham Schafer
Schafer Graham Elderly Male Undertaker Civilian Deceased Deceased Eve Schafer
Oglethorpe Lenore Elderly Female Deceased Civilian Deceased Deceased Henry Oglethorpe
Oglethorpe Henry Elderly Male Deceased Civilian Deceased Deceased Lenore Oglethorpe
Foust Cynthia Elderly Female Casino Ow ner Civilian Deceased Deceased Alexander Foust
Foust Alexander Elderly Male Casino Ow ner Civilian Deceased Deceased Cynthia Foust
Cartw right Sydney Brow n Working-age Female Tavern ow ner Civilian Grandma Brow n Quinton Brow n Oliver Cartw right Gavin, Victoria
Brow n Gavin Brow n Working-age Male Factory Worker Civilian Grandma Brow n Quinton Brow n Haylee Brow n Sydney, Victoria
Oglethorpe Victoria Brow n Working-age Female Housew ife Civilian Grandma Brow n Quinton Brow n Bartholomew  OglethorpeSydney, Gavin
Cartw right Oliver Cartw right Working-age Male Tavern ow ner Civilian Cheryl Cartw right Cecil Cartw right Sydney Cartw right Martha, Hugh
Peterson Martha Cartw right Working-age Female Doctor Civilian Cheryl Cartw right Cecil Cartw right Logan Peterson Oliver, Hugh
Cartw right Hugh Cartw right Working-age Male Factory Worker Civilian Cheryl Cartw right Cecil Cartw right Kimberly Cartw right Oliver, Martha
Peterson Logan Peterson Working-age Male Trader Civilian Kristine Peterson Jacob Peterson Martha Peterson Xavier, Montague
Peterson Xavier Peterson Working-age Male Stable Ow ner Civilian Kristine Peterson Jacob Peterson Mia Peterson Logan, Montague
Peterson Montague Peterson Working-age Male Undertaker Civilian Kristine Peterson Jacob Peterson Clair Peterson Logan, Xavier
Peterson Mia Jansen Working-age Female Doctor's Assistant Civilian Sylvia Jansen Issac Jansen Xavier Peterson Valkyrie, Barnaby
Foley Valkyrie Jansen Working-age Female Blacksmith Civilian Sylvia Jansen Issac Jansen Albert Foley Mia, Barnaby
Jansen Barnaby Jansen Working-age Male Casino Worker Civilian Sylvia Jansen Issac Jansen Mia, Valkyrie
Cartw right Kimberly Riley Working-age Female School Teacher Civilian Lenette Riley Elliot Riley Hugh Cartwright Ian, Douglas
Riley Ian Riley Working-age Male General Store Asst Civilian Lenette Riley Elliot Riley Jolene Riley Kimberly, Douglas
Riley Douglas Riley Working-age Male Carpenter Civilian Lenette Riley Elliot Riley Kira Riley Kimberly, Ian
Foley Albert Foley Working-age Male Factory Worker Civilian Robin Foley Olaf Foley Valkyrie Foley Clair, ND, ND
Peterson Clair Foley Working-age Female Temple Civilian Robin Foley Olaf Foley Montague Peterson Albert , ND, ND
Riley Jolene Williams Working-age Female Hotel Worker Civilian Margarette Williams Balfour Williams Ian Riley Garret , Haylee
Williams Garret Williams Working-age Male Deputy Civilian Margarette Williams Balfour Williams Zelda Williams Jolene, Haylee
Brow n Haylee Williams Working-age Female Casino Worker Civilian Margarette Williams Balfour Williams Gavin Brow n Jolene, Garret
Williams Zelda Schafer Working-age Female Temple – assistant Civilian Eve Schafer Graham Schafer Garret  Williams Kira, Jonas, Sofie
Riley Kira Schafer Working-age Female Headmistress Civilian Eve Schafer Graham Schafer Douglas Riley Zelda, Jonas, Sofie
Schafer Jonas Schafer Working-age Male Factory Worker Civilian Eve Schafer Graham Schafer Meredeth Schafer Zelda, Kira, Sofie
Oglethorpe Sof ie Schafer Working-age Female Hotel Worker Civilian Eve Schafer Graham Schafer Luther Oglethorpe Zelda, Kira, Jonas
Oglethorpe Luther Oglethorpe Working-age Male Sherrif Civilian Lenore Oglethorpe Henry Oglethorpe Sofie Oglethorpe Gillian, Bartholomew
Pembrook Gillian Oglethorpe Working-age Female Bank Ow ner Civilian Lenore Oglethorpe Henry Oglethorpe Maxw ell Pembrook Luther, Bartholomew
Oglethorpe BartholomewOglethorpe Working-age Male Factory Ow ner Civilian Lenore Oglethorpe Henry Oglethorpe Victoria Oglethorpe Luther, Gillian
Foust Daphne Foust Working-age Female Soldier FootsoldierCynthia Foust Alexander Foust
Cartw right Gerard Cartw right Young WorkingMale Soldier FootsoldierSydney Cartw right Oliver Cartw right Player
Cartw right Player Cartw right Young Working? ? ? Sydney Cartw right Oliver Cartw right Gerard
Peterson Beatrice Peterson Young WorkingFemale Factory Worker Civilian Martha Peterson Logan Peterson Leroy
Peterson Leroy Peterson Young WorkingMale Carpenter's assistantCivilian Martha Peterson Logan Peterson Bank Clerk Beatrice
Cartw right Cartw right Young Child Civilian Kimberly Cartw right Hugh Cartw right Young Cartw right
Cartw right Cartw right Young Child Civilian Kimberly Cartw right Hugh Cartw right Young Cartw right
Peterson Noel Peterson Middle Child Male Stable Hand Civilian Mia Peterson Xavier Peterson Mid child Peterson
Peterson Peterson Middle Child Female Stable Hand Civilian Mia Peterson Xavier Peterson Mid child Peterson
Foley Foley Young Child Civilian Valkyrie Foley Albert Foley Young Foley
Foley Foley Young Child Civilian Valkyrie Foley Albert Foley Young Foley
Foley Foley Young Child Civilian Valkyrie Foley Albert Foley Young Foley
Riley Riley Young Child Civilian Jolene Riley Ian Riley Young Riley
Riley Riley Young Child Civilian Jolene Riley Ian Riley Young Riley
Riley Riley Middle Child Male Blacksmith ApprenticeCivilian Kira Riley Douglas Riley None
Williams Williams Young Child Civilian Zelda Williams Garret Williams None
Brow n Brow n Young Child Civilian Haylee Brow n Gavin Brow n Young Brow n
Brow n Brow n Young Child Civilian Haylee Brow n Gavin Brow n Young Brow n
Schafer Schafer Young Child Civilian Meredeth Schafer Jonas Schafer Infant Schafer
Schafer Schafer Infant Civilian Meredeth Schafer Jonas Schafer Young Schafer
Oglethorpe Oglethorpe Young Child Female Civilian Sofie Oglethorpe Luther Oglethorpe Young Oglethorpe
Oglethorpe Oglethorpe Young Child Male Civilian Sofie Oglethorpe Luther Oglethorpe Young Oglethorpe
Oglethorpe Oglethorpe Young Child Male Civilian Sofie Oglethorpe Luther Oglethorpe Young Oglethorpe
Pembrook Pembrook Young Child Civilian Gillian Pembrook Maxw ell Pembrook Young Pembrook
Pembrook Pembrook Young Child Civilian Gillian Pembrook Maxw ell Pembrook Young Pembrook
Pembrook Pembrook Young Child Civilian Gillian Pembrook Maxw ell Pembrook Young Pembrook
Pembrook Pembrook Young Child Civilian Gillian Pembrook Maxw ell Pembrook Young Pembrook
Oglethorpe Oglethorpe Young WorkingMale Butcher Civilian Victoria Oglethorpe Bartholomew  Oglethorpe Deceased Sibling
Oglethorpe Oglethorpe Young WorkingFemale Deceased Civilian Victoria Oglethorpe Bartholomew  Oglethorpe Butcher
Military - Royalist
Commander Radclif f
Private Julius
Military - Republican
Private Hazel
Private Baxter
Appendix E – Sample Code
The following are examples of some of the scripts created for implementing the noisemaker 
arrow item. 
scriptName DHArrowKillerScript
ref trigRef
float xp
float yp ; the arrow's current coordinates
float zp
float ox
float oy ; coordinates from previous frame
float oz
float ax
float ay ; arrow's starting angles
float az
short triggered ; set to 1 while an arrow is being tracked
begin onTriggerMob
  if ( triggered == 0 )
    set trigRef to getActionRef
    if ( trigRef.getIsID "DHNoiseMakerArrow"  )
      set triggered to 1
      set ax to trigRef.getAngle x
      set ay to trigRef.getAngle y
      set az to trigRef.getAngle z
    ;  message "Arrow fired."
    endif
  endif
end
begin gameMode
  if ( triggered ) ; currently tracking an arrow
    set xp to trigRef.getPos x
    set yp to trigRef.getPos y ; get current coordinates of arrow
    set zp to trigRef.getPos z
    if ( ( xp + yp + zp ) == 0 ) ; arrow is not in gameworld
      message "Arrow has hit an actor!"
      set triggered to 0
      return
    elseif ( trigRef.getAngle x != ax || trigRef.getAngle y != ay || 
trigRef.getAngle z != az )
      ;message "Arrow has bounced off of something!"
      set triggered to -1 ; remember that the arrow bounced
      set ax to trigRef.getAngle x
      set ay to trigRef.getAngle y
      set az to trigRef.getAngle z
    elseif ( xp == ox && yp == oy && zp == oz ) ; arrow stopped moving
      if ( triggered == 1 ) ; arrow never bounced
       ; message "Arrow stuck in a surface!"
      else ; arrow bounced
       ; message "Arrow is lying on the ground!"
      endif
trigRef.PlaceAtMe DHNoiseMakerPuck 1 0 0
      set triggered to 0
    endif
    set ox to xp
    set oy to yp
    set oz to zp
  endif
end
scriptName DHArrowTrackerScript
; attached to the control quest
; moves the trigger zone to the player when he changes cells
; updates trigger zone's position within the player's cell
float xp
float yp ; player coordinates
float zp
float pxRot ; player's vertical rotation
float zOffset ; adjustment to zPos
float fQuestDelayTime ; controls processing speed of this script
short relocate ; set this to 1 when we need to call moveTo
short isActive;
begin gameMode
if ( fQuestDelayTime != 0.001 )
set fQuestDelayTime to 0.001 ; process every frame
endif
if ( relocate == 1 )
DHArrowTrigZoneRef01.moveTo player
set relocate to 2
return
elseif ( relocate == 2 )
DHArrowTrigZoneRef01.disable
set relocate to 3
return
elseif ( relocate == 3 )
DHArrowTrigZoneRef01.enable
set relocate to 4
return
elseif ( relocate == 4 )
set xp to player.getPos x
DHArrowTrigZoneRef01.setpos x xp
set relocate to 0
endif
set zOffset to player.getScale ; get player's height
set zOffset to ( zOffset * ( 115 - ( player.IsSneaking * 20 ) ) )
set pxRot to player.getAngle x ; get player's vertical facing
set pxRot to ( pxRot / -1.5 )
set zOffset to ( zOffset + pxRot )
if ( player.getDistance DHArrowTrigZoneRef01 < 200 ) ; trigZone is in same cell as 
player
set xp to player.getPos x
set yp to player.getPos y ; store player's coordinates
set zp to player.getPos z
        set zp to ( zp + zOffset ) ; adjust for zOffset
DHArrowTrigZoneRef01.setpos x xp
DHArrowTrigZoneRef01.setpos y yp ; and move trigZone to those coordinates
DHArrowTrigZoneRef01.setpos z zp
;     Message "Trig Zone in same cell as player %.0f %.0f %.0f ", xp, yp, zp
else ; player has changed cells
set relocate to 1
endif
end
scriptname DHGuardAttract
ref self
ref source
Begin ScriptEffectStart
Message "Guard Attract Init"
set self to GetSelf
if (self != player)
if (self.GetInFaction DHGuards)
if (self.GetIsCurrentPackage NoiseMakerHunt == 0)
Message "Guard Attract Go"
self.AddScriptPackage NoiseMakerHunt
self.SetAlert 1
endif
endif
endif
End
